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Fact and Fiction: Attendance In Xavier’s Gouri Bhuyan and Nitya Gundu [email protected] Note: The following article applies only for BA, BSc, BMM, BMS, BSc (IT) and BCom streams.



T



he current academic year witnessed attendance standards getting more stringent in comparison to their predecessors. Students from an array of streams are now expected to maintain a minimum of 75% attendance record for each course, instead of the previous cumulative 75% attendance requirement. Section 5.6.9. Page 32 of the college handbook states, “Students, who have been debarred twice within the first four semesters, will not be re-admitted into the College.” It is therefore understandable that Xavierites are more apprehensive than ever about their attendance records, checking the monthly defaulters list with greater scrutiny and tallying the official numbers to those on their Bunk Manager apps. However, in tandem with the said concerns are ones surrounding unwritten rules regarding the marking of attendance. They lie in grey areas of description and are practiced in different capacities across streams. None of these ‘rules’ seem to have been elucidated on in the handbook,



the college website or any official platform of communication of the college. With the new Biometrics system fast approaching, it is necessary to get these facts attested for aforementioned reasons. Rules regarding attendance are officially the same for



Illustration by Avinash Nongrum



BA, BSc, BMM, BMS, BSc (IT) and BCom streams. On that note, we clarify most of the confusion and hearsay that reverberates within these Gothic walls, right from the Principal, Prof. Agnelo Menezes’ mouth. When must the roll-call be taken by a professor? According to Anjana Ramakrishnan, SYBA,



most professors usually take attendance at the beginning of the lecture by reading names/ numbers off the roll call. Occasionally, they circulate a sheet. Pratyush Panshikar from BSc (IT) concurs. The Principal reiterates: “The first 15 minutes is the best time,” he says. “We have suggested that they take the attendance within the first 15 minutes, but I’ve also given them discretionary power to decide for themselves.” Does there exist a ‘quorum’ concept in class strength? Quorum, with respect to college matters, refers to the minimum number of students who must be present for a lecture to commence. According to a BMM student, irrespective of the number of students in class, the lecturer grants attendance to all those present for the lecture and commences the same. This appears to be the case with lecturers of the other streams as well. Prof. Aggie dismisses the existence of any rule regarding quorum in this aspect. If a class began 15 minutes ago and the professor hasn’t entered yet, can the class disperse? Continued on Page 5.



That Unforgettable TAQ



Asmita Kuvalekar and Karishma D’Mello [email protected]



E



very other semester at St. Xavier’s witnesses a lecture which in turn stands spectator to a flip in power structure in its classroom. The last ten minutes of those lectures has the students playing jury and evaluating their professors on neat OMR sheets. The students then, either diligently review their teacher or vent frustration against a system that they feel holds no one accountable. Either way, how many of us are even aware of what happens to those sheets once we hand them over to the supervisor?



The curious case of OMR sheets: The system of evaluating teachers’ performance was started in the 1970s with a questionnaire designed by a professor of Psychology at Xavier’s – a first in Mumbai.The questionnaire has been converted from a subjective document to an OMR sheet in the last few years. The purpose was to



evaluate teachers in a system where, on a periodic basis, professors confront students’ opinion on various factors of teaching and effectively evolve in the process. After the introduction of autonomy, many changes were made in the nature of the questions as the course content was made more interactive and application based. The current TAQ has been in use for the past 5-6 years now. The process is managed by a committee, consisting of senior staff members including the Vice-Principal of Academic Improvement. The TAQ committee is formed every year to manage its implementation; right from taking crucial decisions about its form and structure to administering the questionnaire and reviewing the results.Once students fill out the questionnaires, the results are physically fed into a scanner where the data is converted into a code and analysed digitally. The results are graded on a five point scale, similar to the CGPA system and a professor is marked individually for each independent



factor. “The person whose TAQ has been taken is given back the sheet with a clear indication of what students feel with respect to their teaching, with the parameters listed on the sheets,” clarifies Ms. Gulshan Shaikh, Vice-Principal (Academic Improvement). The TAQs are conducted faculty-wise, so if the Science faculty undergoes evaluation this semester, the next semester will see the Arts faculty being evaluated. But new teachers and unconfirmed staff have to go through the process each semester, irrespective of the stream. The rules require the professor to have completed a minimum of 10 lectures in a particular course, before they undergo the TAQ process. Once the results are calculated, what ensues is an open conversation with the concerned professor. It is then the responsibility of the vice-principal to deconstruct student opinion regarding that teacher, factor by factor. Continued on Page 6.
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From The Editor’s Desk



assion. The virtue of being human beings gifts us with the ability or inability rather, to let passion drive us to make impactful use of our senses. Passion drives us to feel deeply for causes, situations, people and ideas. More so if a certain issue hits us on home turf and occurs in our immediate sphere of influence. We see or read of something, passion triggers sensibilities and we voice the ends of this process through statements. Verbal or written, statements we make ascertain an opinion or influence another. But then along with exercising our right to voice an opinion, isn’t it imperative that we grab the responsibility to make it well-founded with fact and awareness? Keeping aside the fact that we ought to consider the repercussions of an opinion we showcase, the need is nothing but basic, for us to simply know of a situation and to realize the



Dear XPress team,



capacity in which we make that statement. To know of and understand all the strings knotted to the issue at the core. It’s only then that one is perfectly vested with the well-founded ability to opinionate for an audience, even when friends, family and peers compromise that audience. Even as this issue speaks of seemingly banal topics such as the attendance marking process, the Wi-Fi network on campus or the oh-sounknown commerce section of Xavier’s, it hopefully will provide the grounding for more complex discussions The Xavier’s Press aims at simulating by posing questions in the issues to follow. Questions more than often ignored. Questions waiting to raise their nagging heads. - Lesley Amol Simeon Editor - In - Chief



Letters To The Editor



This is in response to the article about CIP I read in August issue of the college newsletter. As one of the students who did not apply to the Cambridge exchange program solely because the notice stated that applicants should be financially deserving, I would like to bring out the students’ prespective which I thought was not adequately represented in the article. While the author takes the stand that students should be more proactive in the application process for exchange programs, it is very evident that in cases where criteria for application were clearly and unambiguously stated, students did come forward and apply enthusiastically. However in cases where the information coming from CIP itself was, due to some reason incorrect or inconsistent with the actual criteria, asking students to apply anyway by disregarding the criteria reflects double standards. On one hand, the college promotes inclusive education and social awareness and on the other indirectly rewards those who ignored the critera of economic status and applied anyway, denying deserving students the chance to benefit from the programs meant for them. While the article amply shows how beneficial such exchange programs can be for students, a communication gap between the CIP and the students can prove very costly them. The onus of enthusiastic participation cannot be put on the students alone. To ‘enhance the student experience’, the CIP too should take conscious efforts to reach out to as many students as possible and streamline the process of selection along with setting reasonable



deadlines which allow students to balance academic commitments with preparing the applications for exchange programs and get the correct information through to the students. This may be a single instance of discrepancy from the college’s prespective but it has cost the students an invaluable life experience. Regards,  Maitreyee Shilpa Kishor TYBA (Political Science)



ERRATA



The XPress in its earlier issue mispelled the title ‘Faculty Column: Prof. Rahul Menon on the loss of nuances in reporting.’ The error is regretted.



WRITE TO US Let us know what you thought of this issue. Write to us about your opinions, suggestions and what you love\ hate about this issue of the XPress ‘16 at [email protected]
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ENGAGE Tejas Mehta and Nikita Mujumdar [email protected]



F



ree Wi-Fi is not a new concept at St. Xavier’s. The Knowledge Centre has offered free Wi-Fi services in the Reference Library to all students for several years now. However, to avail this service (accessible only on laptops), students are required to register their laptop at the Knowledge Centre in order to create an account. Usage is also restricted to 200 megabytes per day and a hundred hours per month, and is monitored by the Cyberoam network security system. After struggling with limited connectivity and the hassle of registering laptops, students rejoiced when Joispot introduced free Wi-Fi services in college beginning January, 2016. The Xavier’s Press has learnt that a five year contract was signed between the College management and Joister Infomedia Pvt. Ltd., a broadband and gaming service provider based in Mumbai. According to Professor Kevin D’Cruz, Director, Knowledge Centre, “Joister approached college as part of their Corporate Social Responsibility initiative”. It has done so in its mission to provide free WiFi facilities in a range of locations across the city including police stations, government offices and colleges. With 6.7 lakh registered users in its kitty,



Spotting Joi



it caters to those who cannot afford expensive 3G or 4G plans. At St. Xavier’s College, Joispot offers unlimited Wi-Fi at 2 Mbps speed but restricted to the ground floor (see illustration) of the campus. To test the availability and accessibility of the Joispot network, The Xavier’s Press carried out a series of tests on three phones and two laptops, and recorded average download speed across nine locations on the ground floor(see illustration). In seven of these locations, bandwidth accessed was large enough to stream YouTube videos. Many students seem to be happy with the Joispot service. Betsy Grace, an SYBSc student says “Considering the fact that it is supposed to provide Wi-Fi only on the ground floor I’d say the coverage is pretty good.” Mr. Melvin D’Souza, Senior Business Development Manager at Joister, attributes this performance to the main gig pipe that has been installed on the premises. It ensures that an individual user receives up to 2 Mbps speed regardless of the number of concurrent users. A similar speed test was conducted in the Reference Library, which recorded a download speed of 1 Mbps. This speed is liable to change depending upon the number of concurrent users. At present, many prefer to use Joispot in the Reference Library as they are already registered users and get sufficient connectivity there.



However, some students have faced problems connecting to the Wi-Fi on certain devices. “When it comes to mobile handsets, it only caters to the Android software, not the iOS,” said an SYBA student who was unable to log in to the service from her iPhone. “I’d prefer to use my mobile data, she added.” Addressing this problem, Senior Business Development Manager at Joister, Melvin D’Souza said, “It is a temporary issue which was created because of the security features of the iPhone which don’t allow immediate access to WiFi.”Joispot has a mobile application which fixes this problem by allowing users to ‘autoconnect’ to the network. A 24x7 helpline has also been established to address consumer complaints. “Despite the introduction of Joispot, internet services will continue to be provided by the Knowledge Centre in the Reference Library,” says Prof. D’Cruz. However, given Joispot’s rising popularity, it may not be long before the service becomes obsolete. The Joispot network seems to have an upper hand over its older counterpart in terms of speed, accessibility, customer service and convenience. Not just students, but teachers and non-teaching staff have benefitted from it as well. An expansion of the Joispot network to libraries and departments would allow the college to achieve its goal of becoming a paperless campus. Illustration by Nikita Fernandes
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COLLEGE NEWS DIRS: Cocreate Cosmic Compassion



Russell Saldanha [email protected]



T



he Department of Inter-Religious Studies (DIRS) nestles a calm, soothing atmosphere within its premises, drawing several students for a quick break from their stressful lives. Although established in 1988 with the intention of promoting inter-religious dialogue in the college and beyond, in keeping with the times the Department now finds itself with a slightly modified aim: that of uniting students belonging to different faiths for a common cause, the well– being of an endangered planet. This shift was steered by Fr. Prashant Olalekar, Head of DIRS, since 2014 who is aided by a student committee. The DIRS organizes various workshops and activities throughout the year to communicate its vision: Co-create Cosmic Compassion. For example, it participated in the JEMAI Jesuit National tribal festival in Ranchi and also organized the first Digital Climate Morcha on November 29th 2015, where it participated in a worldwide online protest urging leaders at the COP21 Paris talks to implement concrete steps against climate change. A DIRS event organized in college early this year saw renowned transgender activist Laxmi Tripathi discuss her nonconformist views on religion, compassion and the LGBT



Mignonne D’Souza [email protected] Is there really any discrimination to speak of against the dark arena of the commerce section of St. Xavier’s? or is it much ado about nothing really?



T



he commerce section of St. Xavier’s College is primarily set up for students who want to pursue their degree along with maintaining commercial jobs. Lectures begin at 5:55 pm which allows students to come in directly from their respective workplaces. It is a stated rule that students from these sections are allowed access only after 5 pm, one which ultimately limits their involvement in ‘mainstream’ college extra-curricular activities. This rule has also led to constant speculation that the section is discriminated against. Rahul Kotian, a second Year BCom student at St. Xavier’s College attempted to volunteer for The Blood Drive conducted by the Social Service League (SSL) earlier this year, but wasn’t allowed to enter the college premises on the day of the drive. According to the former blood drive secretary, “We call volunteers in the morning at around 8, but the security guard told us that no commerce student is allowed to enter college before 5pm. Rahul was then sent back and asked to come at his usual time. Continued on Page 5.



community. Fr. Prashant points out a common link of creativity between these events. “Whenever we take up compassionate activities, we always consider doing something out of the box,” says he. The DIRS schedule of innovative events proves to be equally creative and interesting: •Universal Meditation: This monthly interactive meditation session begins with elements of movement, song and dance and ends in calming silence – an assured stressbuster for its participants. The Joy of Self-Discovery Honours group had the privilege of meditating and playing with the differently-abled children of Asha Daan, the home run by the nuns of Mother Teresa. •The DIRS also offers fulltime Honours courses and transfer credits like: 1.Awaken to Cosmic Compassion opens us to the wider perspective of the Universe Story beginning with the Big Bang and the humble yet significant role humans play in an interconnected whole. 2.Voices for Dissent: Alternative Styles of Leadership – this workshop aims to augment our leadership qualities and teach us to say NO to



what obstructs the flourishing of our true potential as cosmic citizens. The DIRS collaborated with the AICUF for the panel discussion on Communal Harmony on 3 August and for interfaith prayer services. Another collaboration in the offing is the one with the Heras-Tata Conference on Sustainability from the larger perspective of Big History (21-24 November, 2016). The DIRS is also organizing a national seminar on Integral Ecology for the archdiocesan teachers and community workers on 24 November and staff of Jesuit educational institutions in India on 26-28 November. The DIRS cultivates a small back garden, the maintenance of which forms one of the many soothing tasks the department offers. It has also started publishing a yearly online magazine called Tarang, which deals with topics ranging from current religious conflict to thought provoking stories to unconventional views on religion and society. You can find more information about them on www.dirs.weebly.com According to Fr. Prashant, “We are in a stage of evolution of the human consciousness. So I would like to put students in touch with that deeper hunger, that deeper longing, that deeper consciousness of the universe.”



Commerce Cooperation The Commerce section lecture timings are from 5.55 to 9.20pm They get Special Passes to enter classes post 5.55pm, due to longer extending job timings.



Each batch of students comprises of 270 in all, divided into two divisions. Illustration by Nikita Fernandes



They have a 15 minute break at 7.30.



Academic reference books are sold in the library for all years at Rs.25/- which are then returned back to the college at the end of the academic year.
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COLLEGE NEWS The History Fact And Fiction: Attendance Group Returns In Xavier’s Monica Moses [email protected]



Continued from Page 1.



After a hiatus of several years, the History department at St. Xavier’s College has resurrected the History Group, a student body with the aim of facilitating learning beyond the classroom in the said subject. The Group is headed by four student core committee members and works under the guidance of Professor Kaizeen Jehangir. The History Group held its first event for this year on the 16th of September – a lecture on the Civil Rights Movement, by Professor Fleur D’Souza. For the rest of the academic year, the Group has planned pan-stream events such as heritage walks, panel discussions and documentary screenings. In addition, the Group is setting up a blog that will periodically post articles and opinion pieces relevant to current issues. Rhea Lobo, Marketing Head of the History group, says that through events such as these, the group seeks to help others learn the subject, and explore the various career opportunities it offers. Professor Kaizeen adds, “The idea of the History Group is to provide a platform for students to interact with not just other students, but subject experts, who would take up topics that are not covered in the syllabus.”



Continued from Page 4.



This rule seems to be the most ambiguous of the lot. BSc students have had instances where a teacher has walked in 15 minutes late for a lecture. The students who had left the classroom prior to the lecturer’s arrival, were then marked absent. Speaking of similar incidents, a BMS student says, “The walking out after 15 minutes doesn’t work simply because there’s a fear of teachers acting erratically in the future.” To this, the Principal says, “They have to report it [such an incident] to the Principal, and then the Principal takes the call.” In these situations, CRs can unhesitatingly contact the Principal and hopefully he will be available to resolve the issue. Once a student has been marked ‘present’, is their attendance liable to cancellation? “Cutting attendance happened often in my first year,” says a BSc (IT) student narrating instances when teachers cancelled attendance for trivial and absurd reasons. However, for the most part BMM and BMS students have not had their attendance revoked. Speaking ahead of the upcoming fingerprint system of marking attendance, the Principal says, “We can always look at the computer and fiddle with the attendance, but we have given the power to the teacher to decide whether attendance should



be cut or not cut.” Does a student not get attendance for being 10 minutes late to class? Dipanshu Dhuliya from SYBSc says that a professor of theirs has made it very clear to them that students walking in for lectures beyond ten minutes post the commencement of a lecture, will not be given attendance. That notwithstanding, this does not tally with the rule’s corresponding implementation for students of BA



This rule seems to be the most ambiguous of the lot. BSc students have had instances where a teacher has walked in 15 minutes late for a lecture. “For an 8 a.m. lecture, the teacher entered 10 minutes late and I entered 10 minutes after the teacher,” says a BA student.“Despite having an endorsement from another professor that I couldn’t make it on time because trains were late, I was denied attendance. I spoke to the Arts Vice Principal who clarified and also announced in class that the 15-minute margin begins only after the teacher has entered.” Prof. Aggie clarified that for the first lecture, they will give the student a levy of 5 to 10 minutes of tardiness. In other lecture timings, when the teacher enters, the class officially begins.



Commerce Cooperation



None of us in the SSL team were aware of this rule.” Commerce students have always been a large chunk of the donor body during blood drives in general, and the Fr.Errol has always been supportive of their promotions. Kotian claims he wasn’t either. Students of the commerce section are required to seek permission from Fr. Errol Fernandes, Vice Principal,



If commerce students are allowed to come in college at their desired time to participate in college activities, we’ll be inviting claims of discriminating aginst those commerce students who don’t have the earlier part of the day free. Thus, the 5pm rule maintains uniformity. Commerce Section, for participation in any event held prior to their timings. “When I spoke to him about volunteering for the blood drive, he allowed me to skip lectures and get attendance for them, so that I could volunteer post 5pm,” says Kotian. Similarly there was an exception made for another BCom student, Ishwor Bhusal, for Zephyrus. “We have to write an application



to our Vice Principal, mentioning the number of days and exactly at what time we’d like to enter college and participate in the said event. If an event is really interesting and a student expresses genuine interest in it, permission is surely given.” The XPress set out to investigate the said discrimination speculation and realized that the reasons are administrative. According to a source, the explanation received from Fr. Errol as to why Kotian could not volunteer for January’s blood drive was firstly owing to the fact that commerce students attend the evening arrangement of lectures due to their full-day jobs. While there was no issue with commerce students helping out in initiatives like blood drive after 5pm, they are discouraged from taking leave from their respective workplaces in order to attend morning time activities on campus. Secondly, commerce students have very tight schedules to manage. In between their lectures (5:55pm to 9.20 pm), regular class assignments and practical projects, the time left for extra-curricular participation is anything but sizeable. Give that their course is more training oriented and prepares them for more specialized fields, their dedication to coursework is considered of prime importance. Now, the commerce section fundamentally admits working students but with an exemption



given to girls and certain well faring students who display excellent academic records. However, a situation where students were allowed to come in at their desired times to participate in college activities could lead to claims of discrimination against those Commerce students who don’t have the earlier part of their day free to do so. The 5pm rule maintains uniformity and avoids any unnecessary confusion. As far as the experience of organizing and events is concerned, the BCom students manage various events of their own held throughout the year. “Our next scheduled event is the Teacher’s Day Celebration. Apart from that, we have the Orientation Program for the First Year students, Talent Day, Christmas celebration and so on,” says Ishwor Bhusal, the student representative of the Commerce section in the Student Council.



EVER STRUCK YOU? Has any student of the morning section of St. Xavier’s been questioned as to why they’re still on campus well past their timings up to, say, 6 or 7 pm ?
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MELANGE For The Youth, By The Youth Karishma D’Mello and Neil Nagwekar [email protected]



Surendra Surwade and Ruth Mathen may pass off as unassuming 19 year olds. But they already have to their credit a feat that few can boast of; at least at an age when one may still be grappling with new found facets of their teenage world. Along with other driven college students, they have birthed an NGO called the Youth United Foundation in April 2015, an organization dedicated to engage the country’s youth with a myriad of social issues. Over the past year, they have actively interacted with delinquents, orphans, children of illegal immigrants, visually challenged footballers and engineered a sapling donation drive.We caught up with them, on what makes them tick and why we ought to sit up and take notice: What inspired all of you to take the initiative to start Youth United Foundation? It stemmed from our desire to give back to society. We’ve never been content with the inequality of opportunity that persists - opportunity that the youth should receive because of the potential they display to bring about positive change in their immediate



Continued from Page 1.



society. Starting YUF just seemed the most natural thing to do; streamlining our motivation and efforts and extending that to other youngsters. Could you tell us about the vision of YUF? The motto of YUF is ‘Educate, Organize, Liberate’. We want to provide a platform for the youth to get involved in a variety of social causes and voice the grievances they face. Our efforts are also directed at inculcating civic sensitivity in youngsters like ourselves, so that we turn into responsible citizens. Recently, you had approachedthe current Education Minister of Maharashtra with solutions to the problems in the education system you’ll had come across. What was the purpose behind it? Ah, this was our second project called ‘YoU for Education’ - a two day symposium on the state of the education system in our country, with reference to the new National Education Policy (NEP) that is still being drafted.The participants were encouraged to come up with innovative, viable solutions to the existing issues. The solutions were combined into a twenty point thesis, and we presented that to Mr. Vinod Tawde in February this year. We were successful



in putting across the point that students should be considered equal stakeholders in the decision making process. We also wanted students to step up and recognize the issues they face. What are your thoughts on the current youth of India? We have to become more sensitive to people around us. Civic involvement is an absolute must to bring change. We could cite the oft-repeated statistic of how large the population of youth is in our country, but it wouldn’t mean anything unless that potential is harnessed and used for the betterment of our country. Is there a message that you’d like to share to fellow Xavierites, something that inspired you to be a part of the Youth United Foundation? We’ve observed that a lot of students have a disappointing experience with compulsory community service due to the SIP [Social Involvement Programme]. All we want to say is: don’t restrict your involvement in community service to only SIP. There’s a lot that’s happening outside of college. Don’t let the passion and commitment fade once you leave Xavier’s, but let the spirit of social sensitivity pervade.



That Unforgettable TAQ



Professor Gulshan explains, “The results are completely discussed – strengths, weaknesses, areas that require improvement, etc. So it’s not something you just take and walk off.” The factor of mutual distrust: The process on the face of it is quite formal and uniform, yet students claimthat implementation of the TAQ results, in terms of change in teaching methods, is lacking.Some reckon that TAQs aren’t very reliable, that the idea started off with promise, but in some aspects, failed to deliver. There have been instances where students diligently provide feedback, but, after seeing no immediate change in the method of teaching of a particular professor, found the effort to be futile. Tavisha Sawhney, student of SYBA opines, “In the current TAQs, factors like class control, amount of cancelled lectures and whether they’ve been made up for the same, are missing. After a certain point in time, it just feels like any form that must be filled and there are times where we diligently go about doing it butwhen you don’t see a change, it’s disappointing.” Teachers on the other hand believe that that not all students are objectively filling out the TAQs or taking them seriously. Professor Shazia Shaikh of the Political Science Department shares this belief saying, “What really matters to students is not subject knowledge or the teaching method, but their overall approach. Criteria like friendliness and approachability are the priority



and subject knowledge and method of teaching come second.” Similarly, Father Arun D’Souza, of the Sociology and Anthropology Department says,” One’s teaching skills may be poor, but



Illustration by Nikita Fernandes



that’s made up by friendliness. I have heard many students weigh teachers based on ease of question papers and marks given.”



There appears to be mutual distrust amongst the faculty and students, wherein students who don’t notice any change in the teaching methods of some professors, tend to reduce the TAQ to a mere formality. Also, other than filling another TAQ for the professor the next year, there is no other mechanism to check and ensure that the results are proactively implemented in a classroom. Talking about the consequences of an unfavourable TAQ, Professor Kaizeen Jehangir of the History department states, “I don’t think there are drastic consequences to the TAQ as it’s a qualitative tool and isn’t enough to rusticate a teacher or get the teacher out of their job, merely because you cannot deny that teachercome in well qualified. I think it’s just about constantly motivating the teacher and providing with feedback that actually helps.” TAQs can also be a demotivating factor for some teachers, especially if they are new. “When the teacher is new, studentstend to increase their expectations and a direct comparison with others can lead to a bias. Different teachers may have different methodologies,” states Professor Shazia. However, the committee has recently introduced the system of online TAQs which will be sent to the students’ official Xavier’s email id. Though this may fortunately eliminate the possibility of a student discussing the evaluation with fellow classmates, it gives rise to another possibility of students choosing to avoid filling the form.



LEISURE The Television Conundrum



Y



YOU MIGHT HAVE MISSED



Sneaky Wordsmith [email protected]



ou enter the foyer for the first time this semester, excited and somewhat weary of the new academic year that lies ahead. People scream excitedly at their friends, tight hugs abound and slowly everyone slips into their regular schedule of college life. But something is wrong, different rather. As you walk towards the canteen to order your special Maggi, you notice something peculiar high up on the wall- a TV. You squint at it, trying to decipher the miniscule writing on the wall. You move closer and try again. ‘IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO BE WHAT YOU MIGHT HAVE BEEN’ the screen yells, depicted in front of a perfectly irrelevant background. That of a waterfall. You turn around to look at the huge crowd of people still in the throes of youth, oblivious to this message. The slide changes a second later, into what appears to be a comic strip. “Is that… Calvin and Hobbes?” you ask.



Your friend looks up and laughs. “Oh, yeah, they installed this a while back. No idea why. What do you think it says?” “How would I know?” you ask irritably. “And how does it even matter? Nobody cares enough to read.” The TV just felt so… wrong. The slide changed yet again. Now it appeared to be an advertisement for some book. You sit down in the foyer with your Maggi and watch eagerly as students walk in, notice the TV, stare at it in confusion, and then finally walk away. Sooner than later another friend of yours comes up and asks you that very question. “Oh, I believe it’s an advertisement for ayurvedics.” you say with utter confidence, testing the reaction. Your friend blinks at you. “Oh” she says, and walks away. Your first friend, noticing this exchange, smirks slyly. “You know that might actually be right. Who knows?” he laughs. The bell rings then and you turn around one last time to look at the TV. ‘KEEP YOUR ENVIRONMENT CLEAN’ it urges. Behind you someone noisily dumps their plate on the table before leaving.



The stairs that lead you to the SCAVI, take you to the Zoology staff room on floor 4. On passing the staff room and continuing on to floor 5, one is greeted by a signboard that reads “QUARANTINE ROOM”. If and when animals are brought in by the Zoology department for experimentation purposes, it’s this room that serves as a shelter for the initial 10 to 15 days of their arrival for the animals to get accustomed to situational changes. Photograph by Ajin Wilson



ONE OF THOSE THINGS Illustration by Nikita Fernandes
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